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1 ABSTRACT 

Three types of advanced fuels for PWRs are being verified in three Korean nuclear reactors: PLUS7TM for 
Optimized Power Reactor of 1000 MW class (OPR1000) and Advanced Power Reactor of 1400 MW class 
(APR1400), and 16ACE7TM and 17ACE7TM for 16x16 and 17x17 Westinghouse types of plants, 
respectively. 

Each four lead test assemblies (LTAs) for each fuel type had been loaded to verify the irradiation 
performances in the commercial reactors. Four steps for in-reactor verification were being applied: the first 
one for assembly-wise examination in poolside after each cycle, the second one for rod-wise examination 
after disassembling in poolside, the third one for the rod examination in the hot cell test facility in detail, and 
the final one for the skeleton examination in the hot cell test facility in detail.  

The first leading fuel, PLUS7TM, has completed 3 steps of verification and will start the final step from 
this year, while the 16ACE7TM has completed 2 steps and is waiting for the third and fourth steps until next 
year and the 17ACE7TM is being verified in reactor for the third cycle irradiation. The examination results up 
to now showed that all these 3 types of fuels were being irradiated successfully in the reactors. 

The designs of these three types of advanced fuels are summarized and in-reactor performances on three 
types of advanced fuels are compared in this paper. In conclusion, all the irradiation performance parameters 
were within the expected design limits. In-reactor performances of these fuels are being verified 
continuously through the surveillance program during commercial implementation. 

2 INTRODUCTION 

Three types of advanced nuclear fuels for PWRs had been developed through the extensive out-of-pile tests.  
The irradiation performances of PLUS7TM for Optimized Power Reactor of 1000 MW class (OPR1000) and 
Advanced Power Reactor of 1400 MW class (APR1400) is being verified in Ulchin unit 3, while 16ACE7TM 
and 17ACE7TM for 16x16 and 17x17 Westinghouse types of plants are being verified in Kori units 2&3, 
respectively.  

The objectives of the developments were to achieve higher batch average burnup up to 55 GWD/MTU, 
to increase 10 % overpower margin, to enhance neutron economy, to improve the mechanical integrity of 
higher seismic capability, debris-induced fretting wear performance and grid-to-rod fretting wear 
performance, and finally to improve manufacturability etc. The objectives to solve incomplete rod insertion 
problem and spring screw failure issue were added for the last two fuels. 

The first advanced nuclear fuel in Korea, PLUS7TM, jointly developed with Westinghouse has the 
design features as shown in Fig. 1: easy reconstitutable top nozzle, top grid to reduce rod bow, mid grid for 
high strength, high thermal margin, and excellent grid-to-rod fretting wear performance, bottom grid for high 
burnup, multiple debris filtering devices to prevent debris-induced fretting wear, fuel rod for neutron 
economy and high burnup, and grid-to-thimble joint for manufacturability (2002, 2008a). The next two 
advanced fuels for Westinghouse type 16x16 and 17x17 plants, 16ACE7TM and 17ACE7TM, had been 
developed with Westinghouse in USA. INB in Brazil had also been involved in the 16ACE7TM development 
program. The design targets were similar to those of the PLUS7TM fuel including additional features to 
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relieve IRI issue and top nozzle screw failure issue. Therefore, the design features of the integral top nozzle 
and tube-in-tube guide thimble were introduced as shown in Fig. 2. The other difference in design between 
16ACE7TM and 17ACE7TM is the number of IFM grids. 16ACE7TM has 3 IFMs which exist between grid 4 
and grid 7 as shown in Fig. 2 while 17ACE7TM has 2 IFMs on the upper two spans to enhance additional 
thermal margin, a total of 5 IFMs (2008a, 2008b, 2007). 

       
 

Fig. 1  PLUS7TM fuel assembly Fig. 2   ACE7TM fuel assembly 
 

These fuels are being verified by the schedule shown in Fig. 3. The locations of the LTAs during 3 
cycles of irradiation in reactor are shown in Fig. 4. All four PLUS7TM LTAs were irradiated in the 
symmetrical locations. Four PLUS7TM LTAs were near the core shroud for the first cycle, and at the center of 
the core for the second cycle, and finally between the center and the shroud for the final cycle. The poolside 
examinations (PSE) on these LTAs had been performed and evaluated after each cycle. 16ACE7TM were 
placed between the center and the shroud for the first cycle, and at the center of the core for the second cycle, 
and finally again between the center and the shroud for the final cycle. 17ACE7TM were placed at the center 
of the core for the first cycle, and between the center and the shroud for the second cycle, and in the core 
shroud for the final cycle.  

Assembly-wise examinations are performed in the poolside without disassembling LTAs for the first 
step verification during the refueling outages. Eight burnup-dependent performance parameters were selected 
such as assembly length growth, assembly bow, assembly twist, grid width growth, rod length growth, rod 
bow, rod creepdown, and cladding oxide layer thickness, etc. After completing 3 cycle irradiations, one LTA 
is disassembled and rods are thoroughly inspected for the second step verification. Five parameters were 
selected, such as the reconstitution performance to check convenience or easiness during disassembly/re-
assembly, rod drag force to compare grid cell sizes indirectly, and rod diameter, cladding wear depth and 
cladding oxide thickness, etc. After the rod inspections in the poolside, 10 rods and skeleton are sent to the 
hot cell facility to examine more thoroughly for the third and final step verifications. PLUS7TM rods were 
inspected in hot cell facility and skeleton test for the final verification was left, while 16ACE7TM completed 
rod inspection after disassembling in poolside for the second step verification and 17ACE7TM are being 
irradiated for the third cycle. These two fuels will be verified by following the similar procedure to the first 
fuel. The examination results up to now showed that all these 3 advanced fuels were successfully being 
irradiated in reactors. 
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Fig. 3  A procedure to verify in-reactor performance of advanced nuclear fuels 
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(a) PLUS7TM                       (b) 16ACE7TM                                      (c) 17ACE7TM 

 
Fig. 4  Advanced LTA locations for 3 cycles in reactors 

 

Each four lead test assemblies (LTAs) for each fuel type had been loaded to verify the irradiation 
performances in the commercial reactors. Four steps for in-reactor verification were being applied: the first 
one for assembly-wise examination in poolside after each cycle, the second one for rod-wise examination 
after disassembling in poolside, the third one for the rod examination in the hot cell test facility in detail, and 
the final one for the skeleton examination in the hot cell test facility in detail. As a first step, assembly-wise 
examinations are performed in the poolside without disassembling LTAs during the refueling outages. Eight 
burnup-dependent performance parameters were selected to be measured and evaluated, such as assembly 
length growth, assembly bow, assembly twist, grid width growth, rod length growth, rod bow, rod 
creepdown, and cladding oxide layer thickness, etc. After 3 cycle irradiations, one LTA is disassembled and 
rods are inspected thoroughly for the second step. Five burnup-dependent parameters were selected, such as 
the reconstitution performance to check convenience or easiness during disassembly/re-assembly, rod drag 
force to compare grid cell sizes indirectly, and rod diameter, cladding wear depth and cladding oxide 
thickness, etc. After the rod inspections in the poolside, 10 rods and skeleton are sent to the hot cell facility 
to examine performance parameters more thoroughly for the third and fourth steps. 

The first leading fuel, PLUS7TM, has completed 3 steps of verification and will start the final step from 
this year while the second 16ACE7TM has completed 2 steps and is waiting for the third and fourth steps until 
next year and the last 17ACE7TM is being verified in reactor for the final third cycle irradiation. The 
examination results up to now showed that all the 3 fuels were being irradiated successfully in the reactors. 

In the meanwhile, the commercial implementation was started by expecting the performances during the 
3rd cycle irradiation from those during the 2nd cycle irradiation. PLUS7TM had been supplied commercially to 
all eight operating OPR1000s from 2006 and will be additionally supplied to four OPR1000s and four 
APR1400s under construction. 16ACE7TM was supplied to Kori unit 2 last year, and 17ACE7TM was 
supplied to the first 17x17 Westinghouse type plant and will be supplied to the other five 17x17 
Westinghouse type plants in order of precedence. 
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The designs and in-reactor performances of these three types of advanced fuels are summarized 
compared in this paper. In conclusion, all the irradiation performance parameters were showed within the 
expected design limits. In-reactor performances of these fuels are being verified repeatedly through the 
surveillance program during commercial implementation. 

3 EXAMINATIONS IN POOLSIDE AND IN HOT CELL 

Visual examinations were performed on four LTAs using the high density camera during fuel unloading after 
each cycle. More accurate measurements were performed using four measurement equipments: equipment 
for dimensional measurement, linear variable differential transducer equipment (LVDT) for grid width 
measurement, another LVDT for rod outer diameter measurement and eddy current test equipment (ECT) for 
rod oxide thickness measurement. Fig. 5 shows the measurement of performance parameters on assembly 
grappled in handling machine by using the equipment installed on the elevator in poolside. 

The fuel assembly length increase can cause an effect on the compatibility with reactor internals as well 
as the interference between nozzle and fuel rod. Fuel assembly length change is calculated from the 
difference between the post-irradiation and pre-irradiation fuel assembly length. The fuel assembly grappled 
at the handling tool is measured using an encoder corresponded by a calibrated measuring tape. Each fuel 
assembly elevations along the center of the four faces are measured on two LTAs each.  

The analyses of the videotapes are utilized for the four parameters: top nozzle-rod gap, rod-to-rod gap, 
and assembly bow and twist. As the fuel rods are nearly contacted on the bottom nozzle, they are restricted to 
grow only toward the top nozzle. Fuel rod growth can be estimated by adding top nozzle-rod gap decrease to 
the fuel assembly growth. When analyzing the videotape of top nozzle-rod gap, all the other gaps are 
calculated relatively after measuring a gap at the center of assembly during the assembly length measurement 
as a reference. The excessively closer gap between rods due to rod bow results in DNB penalty. This 
phenomenon generally occurs when the rods cannot grow axially due to excessive force by the grid springs. 
After videotaping all rods at the center of the spans between adjacent grids, rod-to-rod gaps are calculated 
relatively by using outer diameters of two rods on the both sides as the references. Fuel assembly bow and 
twist can cause an effect on loading and unloading fuel assemblies. For assembly bow, two rod cells and a 
vertical line installed on the right side of fuel assembly at each grid elevation is videotaped. And then, the 
distances between the grids and a line are compensated by using the grid cell sizes at the same elevation as 
the references. For assembly twist, the fuel assembly top and bottom nozzles and two vertical lines installed 
on the right side of fuel assembly is videotaped. And then, the angles between top (and bottom) nozzle and a 
plane formed by two lines are determined. Finally, fuel assembly twist is determined by the relative angle 
between top nozzle-to-the plane and bottom nozzle-to-the plane.  

The spacer grid plays an important role to support rods. The excessive width can impact loading and 
unloading fuel assemblies into the reactor as well as the compatibility with the reactor core shroud. The 
calibration of LVDT system by using a standard is performed before and after measuring spacer grid widths. 
The minimum spacer grid width is obtained by twisting the jaw of LVDT equipment forward and backward 
or up and down. 

The outside diameters of the peripheral rods in one LTA for each advanced fuel are measured using 
LVDT equipment. This equipment is also calibrated by using a standard. Ten fuel rods per assembly were 
selected by considering fuel rod burnup. Five axial elevations per rod were selected to get axial distribution 
of cladding creepdown or pellet swelling. The cladding oxide thickness is measured using ECT equipment. 
This equipment was also calibrated using the oxidized standards. The measurements are performed by two 
steps. As the first step, all rods on a row on the face of higher burnup and over 10 axial positions per rod 
were selected to evaluate axial distribution of cladding oxide thickness. After finding out the elevation 
having axially peak oxide thickness, as the second step, almost all measurable rods at that elevation were 
measured to find out which rod has the maximum oxide thickness of the LTA. 

By completing three times of assembly-wise examinations on the leading two LTA, rod-wise 
examinations were performed in poolside. Five burnup-dependent parameters were measured which are 
reconstitution performance, rod drag force, and rod diameter, cladding wear depth and cladding oxide 
thickness, etc. Fig. 6 shows the rod examination after disassembling a LTA. Finally, PLUS7TM rods were 
examined in detail in hot cell test facility for the third step of verification. 
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Fig. 5  Equipment for poolside examination 
on the elevator and assembly grappled in 
handling machine 

Fig. 6  Rod examination after disassembling 
an LTA in poolside 

 

4 EXAMINATION RESULTS AND CONSIDERATION 

Visual examinations on all LTAs showed that top nozzle springs, fuel rod welding integrity, fuel cladding 
and grids were in good condition. The analyses of power history, coolant activity etc. show that the LTAs 
were irradiated symmetrically within the expected design range and the reactor cores having the LTAs did 
not show any anomalies including fuel failure, etc. 

The fuel assembly lengths related to the compatibility with reactor internals as well as the interference 
between nozzle and fuel rod were measured and evaluated.  Even though the fuel assembly lengths increase 
after each cycle and the design margins are reduced, there are still enough margins as shown in Fig. 7. It is 
evaluated that three types of advanced fuels still have enough margins from the assembly growth point of 
view. The minimum top nozzle-rod gap determined by initial gap, assembly growth and rod growth should 
be positive during fuel lifetime. The evaluation results on the top nozzle-rod gap shows there are a lot of 
margins after each cycle on three types of advanced fuels as shown in Fig. 8. The excessively close gap 
between rods due to the spring force of spacer grid may result in DNB penalty in an operating reactor. Fig. 9 
shows the limiting gap size after each cycle is greater than the design limit. It is evaluated that all advanced 
fuels have a margin from the rod-to-rod gap point of view. Fuel assembly bow and twist are determined by 
analyzing the videotapes. The excessive bow or twist can impact on the compatibility to reactor internals as 
well as on the fuel loading and unloading. The amounts of bows or twists at each cycle are within their 
design limits. It is concluded that all advanced fuels have the design margins from the assembly bow or twist 
points of view. The spacer grid width directly measured by LVDT is grown by the irradiation exposures. Fig. 
10 shows the largest grid widths on the upper region after each cycle are lower than the design criterion and 
still have the design margin. It is, therefore, concluded that all advanced fuels have the design margins from 
the grid width point of view. 

The fuel rod diameter is an important parameter to determine fuel performance such as pellet 
temperature, rod internal pressure, clad stress/strain, and rod dynamic behaviour by the grid spring force 
change, etc.  The measurement results using LVDT equipment show that it has the minimum value at the 
higher burnup region after the first cycle and tends to increase after the second cycle. These tendencies are 
well consistent to the results expected by the design codes. The cladding oxide layer thickness was one of the 
limiting parameters to achieve high burnup. The cladding oxide thicknesses after each cycle were measured 
and compared with the predicted design limits. The results showed that the maximum oxide thicknesses were 
within the design limits. 
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(a) PLUS7TM     (b) 16ACE7TM     (c) 17ACE7TM 
 

Fig. 7  Assembly Growth 
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Fig. 8  Top Nozzle-to-Rod Gap                                           Fig. 9  Rod-to-Rod Gap 
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(a) PLUS7TM    (b) 16ACE7TM    (c) 17ACE7TM 
 

Fig. 10  Grid Width Growth 
 

After completing three times of assembly-wise examinations, the 5 types of rod-wise examinations on 
the leading two assemblies, PLUS7TM and 16ACE7TM, were performed in poolside. It was confirmed that the 
reconstitution of PLUS7TM was easier, quicker and more convenient than that of the current fuel and 
particularly 16ACE7TM could have a reconstitution capability. From the drag force measurements, it was 
confirmed top and bottom grids were still supporting rods even after 3 cycle-irradiations while the mid grids 
were losing the spring forces little by little. Cladding oxide buildup and outer diameter measurement data 
confirmed the assembly-wise inspection data during the first step verification. On this step, the amount of 
grid-rod fretting wear can be inferred which was not measured during the first step verification. This grid-to-
rod fretting wear performance was confirmed through the destructive test in hot cell during the third step of 
verification. The 17 types of non-destructive and destructive tests on rods in hot cell test facility were 
performed for PLUS7TM. Fig. 11 shows the typical rod position contacting to grid spring. All burnup-
dependent parameters on three types of advanced fuels were confirmed within the design limits until the 
third step of verification. 
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Fig. 11  Clad wear position contacting to grid spring in hot cell (typical) 

5 CONCLUSION 

In-reactor verifications on three types of advanced fuels are being performed by following the verification 
procedure. Three cycle irradiation of PLUS7TM and 16ACE7TM had been completed while the third cycle 
irradiation of the last fuel, 17ACE7TM, is being run. All burnup-dependent parameters were below their 
design limits without any anomalies. It is, therefore, concluded that three advanced fuels are successfully 
being irradiated. By expecting the irradiation performances after three cycles to be within the design limits 
from the evaluation results after two cycle irradiation, all three advanced fuels could start to supply to 15 
nuclear power plants in Korea commercially. As a result, the Guardian fuels in all 8 OPR1000s, the Standard 
fuels in Kori unit 2 and the RFA fuels in six 17x17 Westinghouse type reactors are being replaced with 
PLUS7TM, 16ACE7TM and 17ACE7TM, respectively. The examinations on rods and skeleton in hot cell are 
being performed for the detail verification. In addition, in-reactor performance verifications of these fuels are 
being repeated through the surveillance program during commercial implementation. 
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